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Exhibition

Conception and text: Stefan Wolle 
Published by the Federal Foundation for the Study of the Communist 
Dictatorship in East Germany (Bundesstiftung Aufarbeitung)  
and the Federal Government Commissioner for the New Federal States  
in cooperation with NDR and Statista

30 years of reunified Germany. To mark this occasion, the Fed-
eral Foundation for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in 
East Germany and the Federal Government Commissioner for 
the New Federal States have made an exhibition called “Trans-
formation EAST. Lives in Transition” available for your cultural 
and educational work abroad. 

Across 20 exhibition panels, texts written by Berlin historian and 
publicist Stefan Wolle and 128 contemporary photos taken by 
renowned photographers recall the impacts of reunification on 
everyday life. 

QR codes link to interviews with contemporary witnesses re-
corded by Northern German Broadcasting (NDR). Three exhibition 
panels produced by the online portal Statista augment the ex-
hibition with facts and figures on the developments since 1990.

The exhibition will be available in two formats from March 
2020 – DIN A1 and 215 (h) × 85 (w) centimetres – in German, 

English, French, Spanish and Russian. A bilingual version will be 
available in a 215 (h) × 120 (w) centimetre format. 

The German version of the exhibition can be ordered in printed 
form as a DIN A1 poster set for a nominal fee of 30 euros plus 
shipping costs. We will make all the other formats and language 
versions available for download free of charge. 

You will then be able to recreate the exhibition at your own cost 
in one of the available languages and formats as a  poster set, for 
example, on Aludibond boards or rigid foam, as a banner or a on a 
roll up. Alternatively, you could task the creator of the exhibition, 
Druckerei Vögel based in Stams ried (Bavaria), with producing 
your copy.

Would you like to present the exhibition in your native language? 
We can provide you with the translation template and put you in 
touch with the exhibition’s graphic designer, who you can then 
task with transposing the layout. 
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 Order our  exhibition on the  history of the reunification of  Germany  for your cultural or educational work abroad



You can find an overview of the various ordering options here:

www.umbruch-ost.de/bestellen.html

www.beauftragter-neue-laender.de | www.bundesstiftung-aufarbeitung.de

“Transformation EAST. Lives in Transition” addresses the expectations and trust that East Germans associated with the reunification 
process through images and texts. It recalls the solidarity between Germans and their willingness to help each other. The exhibition tells 
of new beginnings and awakenings, as well as of the desire to reappraise the SED dictatorship. It documents the despair that went hand 
in hand with economic collapse and the rise in unemployment, as well as the experiences of loss and fears that characterised the 1990s 
in former East Germany. Subjects explored include the simultaneous renovation and demolition of towns and cities in the east of Ger-
many, the situation of women and families, and a youth culture torn between techno, punk and right-wing extremism. Themes range 
from resentments to political violence, the question of who has the right to shape national identity, relations with Eastern neighbours, 
the development of the former East and its successes, as well as new social divides that have been reported in recent years.

Each exhibition panel presents seven photos taken by renowned photographers next to captions and a feuilleton style exhibition text 
comprising roughly 1,000 characters. QR codes link to interviews with contemporary witnesses, which lend the exhibition an additional 
multimedia dimension. These are provided via a collaboration with Northern German Broadcasting (NDR), which carried out a multime-
dia storytelling project to mark 30 years since the Peaceful Revolution. Three supplementary exhibition panels produced by the online 
portal Statista present facts and figures about developments since 1990. A series of extensive accompanying materials will be uploaded 
to www.umbruch-ost.de. These will include handouts for preparing supplementary panels on local history, educational notes, ideas for 
supporting events, material for press and publicity work and much more.

The publishers of the exhibition are the Federal Foundation for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in East Germany and the 
Federal Government Commissioner for the New Federal States. Both institutions advocate a consistent yet nuanced appraisal of the 
history and impacts of the communist dictatorship in the GDR as well as of the partition of Germany. Established in 1998 by the Ger-
man Bundestag, the foundation makes a significant contribution to shaping the culture of remembrance across the whole of Germany 
by supporting projects and through its own events and publications. The Commissioner for the New States is also involved in this field, 
while moreover ensuring that all decisions and measures enacted by the federal government suitably take into account the specific 
interests of the population of former East Germany.

Conception and texts of the exhibition: Dr Stefan Wolle, Director of Research at Berlin’s DDR Museum. Project leader and picture re-
search: Dr Ulrich Mählert, Bundesstiftung Aufarbeitung. Photographic consultants: Ann-Christine Jansson and Harald Hauswald. Exhi-
bition design: Dr Thomas Klemm, Leipzig. Project management: Dr Georg Gremske, g.gremske@bundesstiftung-aufarbeitung.de

www.beauftragterneuelaender.de    |    www.bundesstiftungaufarbeitung.de

Content of the exhibition 

Exhibition concept

Exhibition organisers

Order “Transformation EAST”
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TRANSFORMATION 
EAST

An exhibition on the history 

of reunified Germany

Conception and text: Stefan Wolle 

Published by the Federal 
 Foundation for the Study of the 
Communist  Dictatorship in 
East Germany and the 
Federal Government Commissioner 
for the New Federal States
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COMMON GROUND

The assembly room of the Bundestag in Bonn 
has seldom been as full as it is on 20th June 
1991. The matter under discussion is the future 
seat of government of reunified Germany. 
During the forty years of partition, politicians 
from all parties have consistently emphasised 
that Berlin is the capital of all Germans. But 
when the question suddenly needs answering, 
the Bonn lobby is not alone in making its case. 
For many West Germans, the federal city on 
the Rhine is a symbol of democratic postwar 
Germany, finally healed after a monumental 
effort. The passionate debate, which is led 
by the public, unfolds in the German Bundes
tag. Legislators discuss the matter for twelve 
hours. In the end, Berlin wins with a majority 
of a mere 18 votes. The relocation of the gov
ernment and parliament will not begin until 
1999. Midway through the 8year wait, Christo 
and JeanneClaude realise their longplanned 
wrapping of the Reichstag in June 1995. As 
criticised as the Bundestag’s capital decision 
is, it was taken in the interest of national uni
ty, and the magic of this art project reconciles 
the last few sceptics of the new capital.

In June 1995, the Reichstag building in Berlin is “ wrapped” for two weeks. 
Christo and JeanneClaude’s art project develops an aura that fascinates 
people around the world. 
Photo: Wolfgang Volz / laif

Video
Bonn or Berlin – the capital question
zeitzeugen-portal.de, 3:25 mins.

Video 
A shared future? – Almost inconceivable for soldiers of the 
East German National  People’s Army (NVA) in 1990. Merg
ing two armies into one combined armed force in the newly 
reunified Germany is not altogether easy
NDR 2019, 3:49 mins.

1 On 21st June 1991, the Bild newspaper rejoices at the German Bunde
stag’s decision to move its seat to Berlin. In fact, 338 legislators had voted in 
favour of Berlin. After a long debate, one vote favouring Berlin was initially 
overlooked. 
Photo: picture alliance / dpa / Andreas Altwein

2 A demonstration on Bonn’s Münsterplatz against the relocation of the 
government, one year after the Bundes tag’s decision to move to Berlin. 
Photo: 20th June 1992; General-Anzeiger Bonn / Jürgen Pätow

3 During the first oath ceremony in East Germany on 19th October 
1990, 250 former soldiers of the GDR take their oath of allegiance in 
Bad  Salzungen. 
Photo: picture alliance / dpa / Frank Kleefeldt

4 Entry of German athletes at the Winter Olympics in Albertville in 1992. 
The flag bearer is bobsleigher and former GDR elite athlete Wolfgang Hoppe. 
Photo: picture alliance / dpa / ZB / Ralf Hirschberger 

5 These teenagers will not let anything happen to their mayor in 
Bad  Liebenwerda, Detlev Leißner. The NorthRhine Westphalian supports 
their demand for a youth and arts centre.
Photo: 1993; picture alliance / ZB / Rainer Weisflog

6 Industrial climbers work to wrap the Reichstag building in June 1995. 
In the foreground is the inscription “Dem deutschen Volke” (To the German 
people). 
Photo: Ann-Christine Jansson / Bundesstiftung Aufarbeitung
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REAPPRAISAL

In the early 1990s, a man is engrossed in 
reading his personal file in the Stasi Records 
Agency. “The bastard,” he mumbles to himself. 
“How could he?” He has obviously stumbled 
across the informer report of a friend or rela-
tive. Then he packs up his files and leaves the 
room with tears in his eyes. Perhaps he later 
gave the betrayer a piece of his mind, or worse. 
Or maybe he talked everything over with them 
reasonably. However the story ended, it is 
symbolic of a process that all of East German 
society must go through too. The abysses of 
betrayal can sometimes be horrifying. But it is 
only by opening these files that it is possible 
to form a complete and nuanced image of the 
past and to talk frankly about personal guilt 
and responsibility. This reappraisal allows us 
to see clearly that everyday life in the GDR 
was not solely made up of Stasi snooping and 
repression.

In November 1991, the statue of Lenin on what is now Platz der Vereinten 
Nationen in Berlin-Friedrichshain is removed.
Photo: picture alliance / ZB / Bernd Settnik

Video
GDR Museum in Former West Germany
DW TV, 3:33 mins.

Video
Memories – Sometimes they can be difficult. Whether 
someone applies to view their Stasi files remains a very 
personal decision
NDR 2019, 5:45 mins.

1 Banners and placards that were displayed at the huge demonstration on 
Alexanderplatz in East Berlin on 4th November 1989. Demonstrators with 
an awareness of history gathered them up after the demonstration and later 
gave them to the House of the History of the Federal Republic of Germany 
museum. 
Photo: Harald Hauswald / Ostkreuz / Bundesstiftung Aufarbeitung

2 “Tut uns leid” (“We’re sorry”) – graffiti on the Marx-Engels Monument in 
former East Berlin in 1991. 
Photo: Ann-Christine Jansson / Bundesstiftung Aufarbeitung

3 When the Stasi Records Agency began its work in January 1992, appli-
cants in Frankfurt an der Oder thronged to inspect their Stasi files. 
Photo: picture alliance / ZB / Hannes Müller

4 A memorial stone commemorates the victims of political tyranny at Fort 
Zinna in Torgau (Saxony). Between 1936 and 1989, the facility was a place 
of repression – first by the Nazi military police, then by Soviet occupying 
forces and finally by the GDR. 
Photo: 1996; Harald Hauswald / Ostkreuz / Bundesstiftung  Aufarbeitung

5 Erich Mielke (left) and Erich Honecker (right), Minister for State Security 
and Head of State of the GDR respectively, in the dock in Berlin’s Moabit 
Criminal Court. The trial of the former GDR leaders begins on 12th November 
1992. 
Photo: picture alliance / ZB / Wolfgang Kumm

6 Future Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel and CDU minister president in 
Mecklenburg-Western  Pomerania present a placard in the state election 
campaign in 1994 appealing against a possible coalition between the SPD 
and the PDS. 
Photo: picture alliance / ZB / Bernd Wüstneck
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… have populist opinions  

… believe that Germany is a fair country  

… are satisfied with democracy  

49% Germany

20

25

30

35

20181991

Thüringen

Brandenburg

Sachsen

Bayern

Sachsen-Anhalt

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

Saarland

Berlin

Hessen

Baden-Württemberg

Hamburg

Nordrhein-Westfalen

Bremen

Rheinland-Pfalz

Schleswig-Holstein

Niedersachsen

2,18

2,27

2,28

2,31

2,31

2,32

2,37

2,41

2,41

2,42

2,43

2,45

2,47

2,49

2,56

2,57

6,4%
40,0%

Bremen
445€

45,2%

38,7%

40,9%

36,6%

36,7%

43,9%

53,9%

50,7%

47,0%

53,8%

49,1%

46,1%

44,0%

47,1%

78%

59%

66%

31%

59%

42%

40,9%

6,5%

6,4%

2,8%

8,9%

8,3%

5,9%

8,0%

4,5%

3,0%

5,2%

5,5%

9,5%

4,1%

4,7%

5,0%

Base: 1,600 respondents aged 16–25, January 2019

* excluding Berlin from 1990  **including Berlin from 1990

* not including Berlin from 1990  ** including Berlin from 1990

* states of former East Germany including East Berlin, but excluding Berlin from 2001

* of the population born in the same year

 Proportion of respondents who meet up with friends, acquaintances or work colleagues 
very/fairly often

Base: 4,968 respondents; 2017

Base: 2,572 young people (aged 12–25) in Germany; January-March 2019

Base: 2,572 respondents aged 12–25; 2019

55% Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

54% Brandenburg

49% Berlin

40% Sachsen-Anhalt

45% Sachsen

50% Bayern

50% Thüringen

Schleswig-Holstein 44%

Hamburg 49%

Bremen 51%

Niedersachsen 46%

Nordrhein-Westfalen 50%

Hessen 48%

Rheinland-Pfalz 50%

Saarland 51% 

Baden-Württemberg 55%

How much young people can spend

Young people in Saxony-Anhalt and Schleswig-Holstein are the least sociable

Proportion of young people who …
Young people in former East Germany are more receptive to populism

 
Average age of the mother upon the birth of her first child
Women in former East and West Germany become mothers at the same age

Proportion of young people in Germany who are interested in politics
Political (in)activity among young people in Germany

Marrying age of women in Germany
Women in former East Germany marry later than those in the West

Amount of money that young people have available to save and spend each month

Selected statistics on education and career entry
Average Abitur grades (secondary school leaving exam) 2016/2017
Proportion of new students* 2017
Unemployment rate among young people aged 15-25 September 2019

Thuringia tops the table in Abitur grades

Former East Germany*Former West Germany

Separations per 10,000 married couples
Marriages in former East Germany are more stable than before

Germany Westdeutschland*

Former West Germany Former East Germany

Former East Germany**

Germany Former West Germany* Former East Germany**

30.7 years

27.1 years

30.7 years

24.9 years

20021989 1999 2009 2016 2006 2010 2015 2019

30%
35% 37%

43%

84,6

122,8
99,0 99,7 96,5 93,2 90,0 91,2 84,8

106,5103,9

1989

25,1 25,6 23,4
27,3 27,3 27,1 29,4 29,2 30,1 30,4 30,2 31,6

1999 2009 2016

41%

401€
Baden-

Württemberg

397€
Rheinland-

Pfalz

381€
Hamburg

378€
Brandenburg

376€
Nordrhein-
Westfalen

368€
Hessen

367€
Sachsen

362€
Deutschland

359€
Berlin

354€
Thüringen

343€
Schleswig-

Holstein

338€
Saarland

329€
Niedersachsen

327€
Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern

322€
Bayern

303€
Sachsen-

Anhalt
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GENERATION EINHEITTHE UNITY GENERATION

Design: Cecilia Rojas, Anne Geick, Miriam Kaiser

The infographic “The Unity Generation” is a contribution from Statista to the exhibition “Transformation EAST. Lives in Transition”. Further facts and figures about 
the reunification of Germany can be found at  www.statista.de/deutsche-einheit. Schools and universities can access all of this information free of charge.
Sources: Bertelsmann Foundation, Federal Labour Office, Federal Centre for Health Education, comdirect Bank, Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education 
and Cultural Affairs, Shell Youth Study, Federal Statistical Office

In cooperation with and


